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The combat designated here is an originating one, 

for this combat brings forth combatants as such, not simply the assault 

given to a mbsistent thing. Combat is that which first of all draws up 

and dLovelops the unheard of, up to then unsaid and unthought. The combat is 

then undL·rpinned by those who strive: poets, thinkers, statesmen. 

\Vhen the combat ceases, that which is does not disappear, 

bm the world lllrns away. 

-M. HIZIOIZGGt:R 



PREFACE 

During my youth, work on the European littoral forbade access to it; they were 

building a wall and I would not discover the ocean, in the Loire estuary, before 

the summer of '45. 

The discovery of the sea is a precious experience that bears thought. 

Seeing the oceanic horizon is indeed anything but a secondary experience; it is 

in fact an event in consciousness of underestimated consequences. 

I have forgotten none of the sequences of this finding in the course of 

a summer when recovering peace and access to the beach were one and the 

same event. With the barriers removed, you were henceforth free to explore the 

liquid continent; the occupants had returned to their native hinterland, leaving 

behind, along with the work site, their tools and arms. The waterfront villas 

were empty, everything within the casemates' firing range had been blown up, 

the beaches were mined, and the artificers were busy here and there rendering 
access to the sea. 

The clearest feeling was still one of absence: the immense beach of La 

Baule was deserted, there were less than a dozen of us on the loop of blond 

sand, not a vehicle was to be seen on the streets; this had been a frontier that 

an army had just abandoned, and the meaning of this oceanic immensity was 

intertwined with this aspect of the deserted battlefield. 

But let us get back to the sequences of my vision. The rail car I was 

on, and in which I had been imagining the sea, was moving slowly through 

the Briere plains. The weather was superb and the sky over the low ground 

was starting, minute by minute, to shine. This well-known brilliance of the 
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atmosphere approaching the great reflector was totally new; the transpar

ency I was so sensitive to was greater as the ocean got closer, up to that precise 

moment when a line as even as a brushstroke crossed the horizon: an almost 

glaucous gray-green line, but one that was extending out to the limits of the 

horizon. Its color was disappointing, compared to the sky's luminescence, but 

the expanse of the oceanic horizon was truly surprising: could such a vast space 

be void of the slightest clutter? Here was the real surprise: in length, breadth, 
and depth the oceanic landscape had been wiped clean. Even the sky was 

divided up by clouds, but the sea seemed empty in contrast. From such a dis

tance there was no way of determining anything like foam movement. My loss 

of bearings was proof that I had entered a new clement; the sea had become a 

desert, and the August heat made that all the more evident- this was a white· 

hot space in which sun and ocean had become a magnifying glass scorching 

away every relief and contrast. Trees, pines, etched-out dark spots; the square 

in front of the station was at once white and void- that particular emptiness 

you feel in recently abandoned places. It was high noon, and luminous vertical

ity and liquid horizontality composed a surprising climate. Advancing in the 

midst of houses with gaping windows, I was anxious to be done with the obsta· 

cles between myself and the Atlantic hori7.on; in fact I was anxious to set foot 

on my first beach. As I approached Ocean Boulevard, the water level began 

to rise between the pines and the villas; the ocean was getting larger, taking up 

more and more space in my angle of vision. Finally, while crossing the avenue 

parallel to the shore, the earth line seemed to have plunged into the undertow, 

leaving everything smooth, no waves and little noise. Yet another clement was 

here before me: the hydrosphere. 
When calling to mind the reasons that made the bunkers so appealing 

to me almost twenty years ago, I sec it clearly now as a case of intuition and 

also as a convergence between the reality of the structure and the fact of its 

implantation alongside the ocean: a convergence between my awareness of 

spatial phenomena- the strong pull of the shores- and their being the locus of 

the works of the "Atlantic Wall" (Atlantikwall) facing the open sea, facing out 

into the void. 
It all started- it was a discovery in the archeological sense of the term

along the beach south ofSaint-Gucnolc during the summer of 195 8. 1 was lean

ing against a solid mass of concrete, which I had previously used as a cabana; 

all the usual seaside games had become a total bore; I was vacant in the middle 

of my vacation and my gaze extended out over the horizon of the ocean, over 

the perspective of sand between the rocky massifs of Saint-Gucnolc and the sea 

wall in the port of Guilvinec to the south. There were not many people around, 

and scanning the horizon like that, with nothing interrupting my gaze, brought 

me full round to my own vantage point, to the heat and to this massive lean- to 
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buttressing my body: this solid inclined mass of concrete, this worthless object, 

which up to then had managed to martial my interest only as a vestige of the 

Second World War, only as an illustration for a story, the story of total war. 

So I turned around for an instant to look at what my field of vision 

onto the sea had not offered up: the heavy gray mass where traces of planks 

lined up along the inclined ramp like a tiny staircase. I got up and decided to 

have a look around this fortification as if I had seen it for the first time, with its 

embrasure flush with the sand, behind the protective screen, looking out onto 

the Breton port, aiming today at inoffensive bathers, its rear defense with a 

staggered entrance and its dark interior in the blinding light of the gun's open

ing toward the sea. 

I was most impressed by a feeling, internal and external, of being imme

diately crushed. The battered walls sunk into the ground gave this small block

house a solid base; a dune had invaded the interior space, and the thick layer 

of sand over the wooden floor made the place ever narrower. Some clothes 

and bicycles had been hidden here; the object no longer made the same sense, 

though there was still protection here. 

A complete series of cultural memories came to mind: the Egyptian mas

tabas, the Etruscan tombs, the Aztec structures . .. as if this piece of artillery for

tification could be identified as a funeral ceremony, as if the Todt Organization 

could manage only the organization of a religious space .. . 

This was nothing but a broad outline, but from then on my curiosity 

would be quickened; my vacation had just come to an end, and I could guess 

that these littoral boundary stones were to teach me much about the era, and 
much about myself. 

On that day I decided to inspect the Breton coasts, most often on foot 

along the high- tide line, further and further; by car as well, in order to exam· 

inc distant promontories, north toward Audierne and Brest, southward to 

Concarneau. 

My objective was solely archeological. I would hunt these gray forms 

until they would transmit to me a part of their mystery, a part of the secret 

a few phrases could sum up: why would these extraordinary constructions, 

compared to the seaside villas, not be perceived or even recognized? Why 

this analogy between the funeral archetype and military architecrure? Why 

this insane situation looking out over the ocean? This waiting before the infi

nite oceanic expanse? Until this era, fortifications had always been oriented 

toward a specific, staked-out objective: the defense of a passageway, a pass, 

steps, valleys, or ports, as in the case of the La Rochelle towers; it had always 

been a question of "guarding," as easy to understand as the caretaker's role. 

Whereas here, walking daily along kilometer after kilometer of beach, I would 

happen upon these concrete markers at the summit of dunes, cliffs, across 
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beaches, open, transparent, with the sky playing between the embrasure and 

the entrance, as if each casemate were an empty ark or a little temple minus 

the cult. It was indeed the whole littoral that had been organized around 

these successive bearings. You could walk day after day along the seaside 

and never once lose sight of these concrete altars built to face the void of the 

oceanic horizon. 
The immensity of this project is what defies common sense; total war 

was revealed here in irs mythic dimension. The course I had begun to run, over 

the banks of Fcstung Europa (Fortress Europe), was going to introduce me 

into the reality of Occidental geometry and the function of equipment on sites, 

continents, and the world. 
Everything was suddenly vast. The continental threshold had become a 

boulevard- the linearity of my exploration; sun and sand were now personal 

territory that I was beginning to like more and more. This continuous band 

of dunes and pebbles and the sharp crest of the cliffs along the coast fit into 

a nameless country where the three interchanges were glimpsed: the oceanic 

and aerial space along with the end of emerged land. The only bearings I had 

for this trip from the sourh to the north of Europe were these stelae whose 

meaning was still unsure. A long history was curled up here. These concrete 

blocks were in fact the final throw-offs of the history of frontiers, from the 

Roman limes to the Great Wall of China; the bunkers, as ultimate military sur

face architecture, had shipwrecked at lands' limits, at the precise moment of 

the sky's arrival in war; they marked off the horizontal littoral, the continen

tal limit. History had changed course one final time before jumping into the 

immensity of aerial space. 
My activities often led me into teeming ports, and what most surprised 

and intrigued me there was finding once again in the middle of courryards and 

gardens my concrete shelters; their blind, low mass and rounded profile were 

out of tunc with the urban environment. As I concentrated on these forms in 

the middle of apartment buildings, in courtyards, and in public squares, I felt 

as though a subterranean civilization had sprung up from the ground. This 

architecture's modernness was countered by its abandoned, decrepit appear· 

ance. These objects had been left behind, and were colorless; their gray cement 

relief was silent witness to a warlike climate. Like in certain works of fiction- a 

spacecraft parked in the middle of an avenue announcing the war of the worlds, 

the confrontation with inhuman species- these solid masses in the hollows 

of urban spaces, next to the local schoolhouse or bar, shed new light on what 

"contemporary" has come to mean. 
Why continue to be surprised at Le Corbusier's forms of modern archi

tecture? Why speak of "brutalism"? And, above all, why this ordinary habitat, 

so very ordinary over so many years? 
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These heavy gray masses with sad angles and no openings-exccpdng 

the air inlets and several staggered entrances-brought to light much better 

than many manifestos the urban and architectural redundancies of this postwar 

period that had just reconstructed to a tee the destrayed cities. The antiaircraft 

blockhouses pointed out another lifestyle, a rupture in the apprehension of the 

real. The blue sky had once been heavy with the menace of rumbling bomb

ers, spangled too with the deafening explosions of artillery fire. This immediate 

comparison between the urban habitat and the shelter, between the ordinary 

apartment building and the abandoned bunkers in the hearrs of the ports 

through which I was traveling, was as strong as a confrontation, a collage of 

two dissimilar realities. The antiaircraft shelters spoke to me of men's anguish 

and the dwellings of the normative systems that constantly reproduce the city, 
the cities, the urbanistic. 

The blockhouses were anthropomorphic; their figures recalled those 
of bodies. The residential units were but arbitrary repetitions of a model-a 

single, identical, orthogonal, parallelepipcdal model. The casemate, so easily 

hidden in the hollow of the coastal countryside, was scandalous here, and irs 

modernness was due less to the originality of its silhouette than to the extreme 

triviality of the surrounding architectural forms. The curved profile brought 

with it into the harbor's quarters a trace of the curves of dunes and nearby hills, 
and there, in this naturalness, was the scandal of the bunker. 

We identified these constructions with their German occupants, as if 

they had in their retreat forgotten their helmets, badges, here and there :dong 

our shores .... Several bunkers still sported hostile graffiti, their concrete flanks 

covered with insults against "Krauts " and swastikas, and the interest I was 

showing in measuring and taking pictures of them sometimes had me bearing 
the hostile brunt .. . 

Many of them had been destroyed by this iconoclastic vengeance when 
the territory had been liberated; their basements had been filled with munitions 

gathered up along the way and the explosion of the solid concrete mass had 

overjoyed the countryside's inhabitants, as in a summary execution. Many riv

erains told me that these concrete landmarks frightened them and called back 

too many bad memories, many fantasies too, because the reality of the German 

occupation was elsewhere, most often in banal administrative lodgings for the 
Gestapo; but the blockhouses were the symbols of soldiery. 

Once again there is this sign: these buildings brought upon themselves 

the hatred of passersby, as they had only yesterday concentrated the fear of 

death of their endangered users. For those who at that time saw them, they were 

not yet archeological; I believe I was alone in seeing something else springing 

up, a new meaning for these landmarks aligned along the European littoral. 
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I remember a comeback I had devised to answer the curiosity of those 

wishing to know the reasons for my studying the Atlantic Wall. I would ask if 

people still had the opportunity to study other cultures, including the culture 

of adversaries-if there were any Jewish Egyptologists. The answer was invari

ably, "Yes, but it is a question of timc ... timc must pass before we arc able to 

consider anew these military monuments." 

In the meantime, the bunkers were filled with litter or were shelter for 

less ideologically inclined vagabonds; the concrete walls were covered with ads 

and posters, you could sec Zavatta the Clown on the iron doors and Yvette 

Horner smiling in the embrasure. 

My vision appeared to be countered by that of my contemporaries, 

and the semireligious character of the ~each altars, left for children's play, was 

counteracted by resentment. Wh:u was the nature of this criticism? We vio

lently rejected the bunkers as symbols rather than logically, with patience: as 

so many people said, "It is a question of time!" That is also what you say of 

the avant-gardc ... . What was the nature of the modernness in these historical 

ruins? Could war be prospective? 
During my trips along European coasts, I grew more and more selective, 

picking up only traces of the defensive system. Everyday life at the seaside had 

disappeared. The space I was charting with surveys and measurements of dif

ferent types of casemates was the space of a different historical time than that of 

the moment of my trip; the conflict 1 perceived between the summer of seaside 

bathing and the summer of combat would never again cease. For me the orga

nization of space would now go hand in hand with the manifestations of time. 

This actual archeological break led me to a reconsideration of the prob

lem of architectural archetypes: the crypt, the ark, the nave .... The problems of 

structural economy had become secondary, and now I would investigate the 

Fortress Europe, which was vacant from now on, with an eye to the essence of 

architectural reality. 

Observing the various casemates on the Atlantic beaches, the English 

Channel, and the North Sea, I detected a hub joining several directions. The 

concrete mass was a summary of its surroundings. The blockhouse was also 

the premonition of my own movements: on arriving from behind a dune I fell 

upon a cannon- it was a rendezvous- and when I started to circle the for

tification to get inside and the embrasure of rear defenses became visible in 

the armor-plated door opening, it was as if I were a long-awaited guest .... This 

game created an implicit empathy between the inanimate object and visitor, but 

it was the empathy of mortal danger to the point that for many it was unbe

lievably fearsome. The meaning was less now that of a rendezvous, and more 

of combat: " If the war were still here, this would kill me, so this architectural 

object is repulsive." 
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A whole set of silent hypotheses sprang up during the visit. Either the 

bunker has no usc other than as protection from the wind, or it recalls its war

like project and you identify with the enemy who must lead the assault- this 

simulacrum so close to children's playful warring ... aftcr the real warring. 

Besides the feeling of lurking danger, you can describe the structure 

by concentrating on each of its parts. The armor-plated door is no doubt the 

most disquieting, hidden by its thick concrete framing, with its steel wicket and 

locking system, massive and difficult to move, set fast in rust today, protected 
on its flanks by small firing slits for automatic weapons. 

This narrow door opens into a watertight coffer in which the air vent 

looks more adaptable to an oven than to a dwelling; everything here bespeaks 

incredible pressures, like those to which a submarine is submittcd .. . . Scveral 

rear apertures carry cartouche inscriptions, supplying the support station num~ 

ber or the serial number of the work; others carry the name of the bunker, a 

feminine first name, Barbara, Karola ... somctimes a humorous phrase. 

In the case of an clement of the coastal battery, the embrasure is in fact 

the main opening of the structure; it is a cannon, a "mouth of fire," a splaying 

through which the gun will spit its projectiles; it is the hearth of the casemate, 

the architectonic clement in which the function of the bunker is expressed. 

Major differences of existing aspects remain between the blind screen of 

the lateral walls, the passive imperviousness in the rear sections, and the offen

sive opening in front; as for the top, apart from the observer's box, with the tiny 

staircase leading to the concrete nest, there arc only the cannon's gas discharge 

pipes emerging from the concrete slab sunk into the earth. Dcconsccratcd, the 

work is reversed: without the cannon, the embrasure resembles a door with 

ornamental reliefs, with vertical redans; the encircling of the "Todt Front" in 

the form of the tympanum above the rectangular opening becomes the compan

IOn piece to the porch of a religious building; through this makeshift cnrrance 

you gain access to a low, small room, round or hexagonal, covered with steel 

beams and having, at its center, a soclc quite similar to a sacrificial altar. Trap 

doors open in the cement floor, through which access to the crypt is gained, 
where munitions were stored, just below the cannon's base. 

Going further back into the rear of the fortification, you meet once 

again the system of staggered nearby defenses, with its small firing slits-one 

along the entrance axis, the other on the flanks- with low visibility, through 

which the immediate surroundings can be seen, in a narrow space with a low 

ceiling. The crushing feeling felt during the exterior circuit around the work 

becomes acute here. The various volumes arc too narrow for normal activity, 

for real corporal mobility; the whole structure weighs down on the visitor's 

shoulders. Like a slightly undersized piece of clothing that hampers as much 
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as it enclothes, the reinforced concrete and steel envelope is too tight under the 

arms and sets you in a semiparalysis fairly close to that of illness. 
Slowed down in his physical activity but attentive, anxious over the 

catastrophic probabilities of his environment, the visitor in this perilous place 

is beset with a singular heaviness; in fact he is already in the grips of that cadav· 

eric rigidity from which the shelter was designed to protect him. 
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MILITARY SPACE 

Attacking bas been diverse accordmg to tbe tunc of the invention 

of machines of ruination. 

- j. tRRARD 

The military field is always a field of action, that of the duel and the battle. 

To the geologist's engagement with tectonic and geomorphological move

ments, the military specialist adds and overlaps his engagement with the 

potentialities for the troops ' usc of the site and their diverse means of com

munication and destruction. The geography of armies is dynamic geography 

and-as if the warrior's point of view were the privileged view on the world

it is helpful to point out that progress in topography has come since the six

teenth century from numerous European wars- as if progress in arms and 

maneuvers caused progress in territorial representation; as if the function 

of arms and the function of the eye were indifferently identified as one and 

the same. From Philipp Apian's maps in 1579, to Ccsar-Fran~ois Cassini de 

Thury's maps of 1755, to the famous ordinance survey maps of 1832 revised in 

1931, to the electronic cartography of NASA's observation satellites, the same 

preoccupation with an ever-more complete unveiling of the world lives on in 
the geographical politics of armies. 

The necessity of controlling constantly expanding territory, of scan
ning it in all directions (and, as of now, in three dimensions) while running 

up against as few obstacles as possible has constantly justified the increase in 

the penetration speed of means of transport and communication (such as the 

Chappc telegraph at Austerlitz) as well as the speed of the arsenal's projectiles: 

first during the cavalry era, through the geometrical organization of the short

est route-the route of the infrastructures- then, with the invention of ener

gies of synthesis, through the increasing acceleration of all vehicles. 
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TYPOLOGY OF 

THE FORTIFICATIONS OF THE 

ATLANTIC WALL 

Firing units with crenellated baH11!1111nls· 
machine guns, 75 - 155 mm cannon1, 

antitank guns, and howitzers 

Firing un'ts under armored cupolas: 
mochine guns, m ne throwers, grenade 

throwers, light howitzers 

Infantry abservat on units o r artil ery un ts 
under armored cupolas: 

command post fo r coast a' battery firing 

49 

Air defense units : 
20-120 mm antiaircraft guns; troining rack; 

shelters: rodio, radar, radiolocotion; 
gunnery control stations 

Precautionary units: 
troops, munitions, transmission centers, 

cannons, tanks, command pasts, 
d ressing sta tions, power plants, transformers, 

water supply stations, kitchens 

... 
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Bunker for machine gun (plan] 
Observation post with container (section and plan] 
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opposite a nd above: Bunker fo r tong-range artittery dedicated to Fritz Todt 
(section a nd plans) 
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WAR LANDSCAPE 

But where danger is found, there also rises that which saves. 

- I' . HOLDERLIN 
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Sheller 1n a d une (South Brittany) 
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Support slolion on lhe coosl ollhe Engl sh Channe 
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opposite and above: Bunker far l ight artillery 
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Containers on the Atlantic 
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Observgtion stotion in the Strait o f Oover 
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tooi<OVI '101ion on o beach io Nonnondy Command pot! in ».:Boy ql8iJCOY 
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ANTHROPOMORPHY AND 

ZOOMORPHY 

Close to death, one no longer sees it, 

and you gaze steadily ahead, 

perhaps with an animal's gaze. 

- R. RILKE 
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Iron cupola on an observatory 
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opposite and obove: She ters for sentries 
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Firing srt lor on arm a red cupola Observation post on a channel island (delaol) 
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lndivLdvol !.he!ler <In rhc North $og L.ookoul pO~t Qn 1ho Allontic: 
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Armored cupola lor I' ghl weaponry 
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opposile a nd above: Command post in the Landes 
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Giant bunker in the Strait of Dover 
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"Borboro" firing conlrol lower in lhe Landes 
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"Karola" firing control tower on the Atlantic "Barbara" liring control tower 1n the La ndes 
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•Karola• firing control tower on the Atlantic •sarboro"! One not ces the barbed wire designed to hold camouflage. 
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Observot on post raised into a pyramid "Barbara• firing direct1on tower 
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opposite ond obove; Observot on post on o channel · sland 
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Pring d~rection tower in Brottany: The steel beams stick ng out of this bunker o re there to 
provoke premature e•p asia n of projectiles befo re they hit the fo rtification. 
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Cartouche w1th the nome of the fortification 
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SERIES AND TRANSFORMATIONS 

The beamiful is just the first degree of the terri bit:. 

- R. RILKE 
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Two types of embrasures lor light arti llery guns : The graded embrasure 
eve ds the funneling effect. One also notices the concrete materia l 

designed to disguise the fortification . 
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The smooth embrasure signifies that the fort ification will get armor plating. 
The inclined moss, existing in each bunker, serves to screen it and to 

mark the cannon's blind spot. 
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A series of embrosvres D<lferenl so vlions lo the prob em of a n open locade on on orllllery bunker 
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Two types of facades~ above, lor heavy artillery; be ow, lor l1ght ort llery 
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The "Todt Front•: The overhung solid mass comp ements the 
vertical gradings of the embrasure. 
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oppos·te and above: The "Todt Front" and ils lronslarmol ens 
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E•perimenlo mobile bunker: The upper moss pivols on ils bose and shows allernolely ils 
open lace during firing and Is blind side for proleclion oiler firing . 
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lop: Command posl in lhe soulh of Brillony 
bollom The rear solid mass of a firing conlrol posl 
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lop A lhree-slory command post 
bottom For ng contra post of the Seeadler battery 
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Two·slory firing conlrol posl 
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Two types of facades: The upper s ab protects the telemeter, 
which controls the fir"ng in the battery; the lower slab protects the command. 
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top: A glimpse of the posif on of a fring control post near a battery 
bottom; Comma nd post in the mouth of the loire 
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Two types of observo1'on posts: 
with curved sections and with fla 11ened angles 
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lop: Bunker with 1wo embra sures This type of 
for1ilicalion is rare on account of multiple concealment problems. 

boHom: lookout post 
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top: Armor· ploted cupo a lor loght weapons on a concrete she tor 
bottom· Command post in South BriHony 
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Shelter in a barrow in South Brittany: The continuance of this site conllates 
funerary architecture with military architecture. 
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Raised conta iner on bomb she ter 
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top. Simple concrete trench lor six to eight soldiers 
bottom: Architectural deto1ls lor a banquette 
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entrance to o n underground shelter with automot1c weapon nest 
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Concrete epaulement 
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AN AESTHETICS OF DISAPPEARANCE 

\Vc arc a sign empty of meaning, 

indifferent and far from home. 
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Observation tower ~omouflo9ed os ~hur~h belfry 
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1op: 8vn.er vn«'vorod by lh~ 591:1 
bCollOI'I'I : !ul'l.er sun\: into th~ sond 
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d b the erosion of the dunes . d b . O bservation posts reveale y opposite on a ove. 
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Emply framewo rk, obondoned, lilled inlo lhe sand 
like lhe skin ol on exlincl species 
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opposite and above: Tilting 
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opposite and above: Sinkong 
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